
 
 
 On November 1st, Ender’s Game, an adaptation from the best-
selling novel by Orson Scott Card, came out to amazing results. 
By November 3rd, after the movie had spent just one weekend in 
theaters, it had amassed a box-office total of over $28 million. 
 Set in a futuristic world, the movie focuses on a war between 
Earth and a foreign race called the Formics. Military officers are re-
cruiting the world’s brightest children, including title character An-
drew “Ender” Wiggin, to assist in military strategy for the battles. 
Reading the book is definitely helpful, though not vital, to enjoying 
the film, which stays fairly true to the text with 
few exceptions. Most notably, the name of 
the insect-like enemy in the novel was the 

“buggers.” Likely to seem 
more politically correct, 
the film version alters it 

to the more specific, albeit 
safer, “Formics.” This change 

might have another cause. “Bug-
gers” is a rare, but strong, derogatory term 

for homosexuals. With author Orson Scott 
Card’s clear aversion to gay rights, the name sim-

ply implored change in the eyes of director Gavin Hood. Though 

this is common in many films, most of the characters seemed a lot older 
than they should have been. 
 For example, protagonist Ender Wiggin is said to 
be just six at the commencement of the novel. His 
portrayer, Asa Butterfield, appears approximately 
twelve or thirteen in the film, and is sixteen in real 
life. The film tries to work in humor that is not 
present in the serious book, introducing several 
laughs to add levity to somewhat serious scenes. 
Also evident near the end of the film was a small and 
comical error in production. Ender is on a planet with no 
oxygen, yet neglects his oxygen mask and breathes normally 
for several minutes.  
 Many students at EC, particularly those having read the 
novel and even some of its subsequent books, were excited to 
see the film. Prior to its release, Senior Johnny Flora said he 
planned to see the film. Out of the many characters in the novel, Flo-
ra said he preferred Bean, a sort of protege of Ender’s. Flora has read 
Ender’s Shadow, the most well-known of the Ender’s Game sequels, 
which focuses on Bean primarily.  Junior Eli Laudi, like Flora, said 
that “I’ve read Ender’s Shadow” and that “I like Bean, Ender’s always 
good”. He predicts that the movie is “probably gonna be good, but I 
don’t know if it will stay true” to the book. 
 Critics nationwide are not all sold on Ender’s Game. Movie re-
viewer Simon Abrams gives the film two stars out of 4, saying that “the 

film softens up Card’s characters...the movie doesn’t trust the audience to 
stomach the book’s tough-minded message.” Abrams states that the biggest 
issue with the film “is a matter of tone and characterization: the characters 

constantly talk about how mean they can be, but their actions suggest 
otherwise.” 
On the other hand, critic Justin Craig (http://www.foxnews.com/
entertainment/2013/11/01/ender-game-review-must-see-sci-fi-film-
for-young-adults/) praises the film, calling it “both a lofty science 

fiction adventure and an excellent anti-bullying parable.” Craig 
goes on to say that Ender’s Game “is excellent and is one of 

the rare cases where the movie adaptation is better than the 
book.” Considering the honors and accolades received for 
Card’s novel, this review is considerably high praise. 
 If you enjoy an action-packed, futuristic, science fiction 

adventure film, Ender’s Game was made for you. Enjoy it 
while it’s still on the big screen. 

Theo DeRosa
Staff  Writer

 New release and  anticipated SciFi thriller, Ender’s Game, soars out of this world
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Ender’s Game  shoots to the top of box office

Carrie. Evil Dead. Texas Chainsaw. These movies have something in common besides being fa-
mous horror movies: All are being rereleased this year. Each is a part of the increasing trend to remake 
older horror films, exposing new audiences to the films that scared their parents when they were in 
high school. 

Remaking movies is nothing new to the film industry. Remakes usually appear several decades 
after the original, when changes in film technology have advanced enough to create a new draw. For 
example, the remake of the film Piranha was shot in 3D and uses computer generated images in places, 
both techniques not available to filmmakers in the original 1978 version. Similarly, the 2009 remake 
of Friday the Thirteenth used computer animation to allow for scenes that actors were unable to ac-
complish in real life. 

For Senior Brayan Montenegro, this is the main draw of remakes. “I go [to remakes] to see how 
it plays out differently.” To him, this shouldn’t stop new, original movies from being made, though. 
“Remakes help us remember the bad guys [from older movies] that defined what horror movies should 
be like, but our generation needs its own villains to be scared of” stated Montenegro. 

While some fans, like Montenegro, love the idea of being able to see their favorite villains in a 
new way, overall public reception of remakes is less enthusiastic. Remakes tend to be hit-or-miss, as 
a seemingly small change can isolate a fan base. Diminishing returns, which is the rule that as a series 

goes on each successive movie will make less profit then earlier ones as audiences get tired of seeing the same thing, 
can take effect as well. This was the case with Texas Chainsaw 3D earlier this year. 

In contrast to the 1974 original, which recouped its budget more than twenty times over, the 
remake barely broke even

The trend persists, though, due the simplicity of writing a remake compared to an original 
movie. The task of attracting mov- iegoers lies in the director’s hands, rather than the writer’s. 
Additionally, remakes will usually have higher budgets, as the success of the original helps 
assure people there will be a greater profit, which allows remakes to have much higher qual-
ity acting, props, and editing. 

There is a guarantee that some money will be made, as fans of the original movie 
will go to see how the new one compares. Remakes are also popular in Hollywood 
as it gives directors a chance to “reboot” an older series, by making it more modern, 
changing the film’s style, or filling in plot holes that affected the predecessor. However, for 
some, modernizing a film is not always a good thing. 

Senior Ryan Hesse believes that “some movies shouldn’t be remade or adapted to modern styles. They 
usually get too into the special effects.” For him, the way the story is told is more important than the special effects 
used. Even the bad remakes can become popular in their own way.

Wyatt Taylor
Website Editor

Horror movie remakes; back with a lust for blood?


